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Abstract—In agent-based systems, agents can be orga-
nized within groups, called communities, where members
are providing similar or complementary services. Agent-
based communities of web services is an example of such
systems. Managing reputation of each agent and of the whole
community is a key issue towards securing this type of
systems, where a controller agent is designed to observe and
check the behavior of each member to update and maintain
the system’s reputation. Scheduling the maintenance activity
by deciding about the moment where the check has to be
done is still an open problem. Because it is highly expensive,
maintenance cannot be done every moment or based on
small history of agents’ behaviors. We propose in this
paper a scheduling algorithm that helps the controller agent
improve the quality of the reputation mechanism, which
increases the trust value of users toward the community.
The proposed algorithm is based on a class of games called
Bayesian Stackelberg. Our Bayesian Stackelberg game is
designed between the controller agent and community mem-
bers, for example agent-based web services. We simulate
and compare the efficiency of our algorithm with other
stochastic techniques, namely uniform, normal and Poisson
distributions. This research draws the lines for future work
in the subject of optimizing reputation mechanisms through
maintenance in different time intervals.

Index Terms—Trust, Multi-Agent Systems, Game Theory,

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivations

Trust and reputation have gained tremendous attention
in online systems [1], [2]. Using multi-agents technology,
there have been many efforts to improve the reputation
of these systems using different probabilistic and logic
based techniques [3], [4], [5], [6]. In these systems, agents
having similar or complementary functionalities can be
grouped together into communities called agent-based
communities1. We define an agent-based community as a
virtual organization of autonomous rational agents having
incentives to interact with each other, share information
and expertise, and collaborate [7]. Within a community,
agents can collaborate to offer services to end-users or to
other services outside the community. Each community
is managed by a controller, an autonomous agent that

1In this paper, community and agent-based community are used
interchangeably.

is responsible for attracting agents to the community,
observing and monitoring the behavior of each member,
and dismissing bad and malicious members [8], [9]. Two
techniques can be used to settle a community: call-in
(agent to controller) and call-out (controller to agent).
However, the results presented in this paper are indepen-
dent from which technique is used. The advantages of
having communities are multiple, for instance increasing
the collaboration between the members, increasing their
visibility and exposure towards the users, managing se-
curity centrally, etc. [9]. Agents providing services to the
users have incentives to join and stay in communities
enjoying good reputation, because this allows them to
get more requests from the users and thus generate more
profits [10].

One of the efforts in addressing communities reputation
is establishment of a maintenance based trust mechanism
that allows the controller agent to update the reputation of
the members by assigning either rewards or penalties upon
each maintenance activity [11]. The term maintenance
in this paper refers to the update activity performed by
the controller to adjust the aggregated reputation value of
each autonomous agent in a community, and should not be
confused with the maintenance in the software life cycle.
The controller agent can decide to dismiss an agent from
the community if its reputation or performance are bad.
Reputation assessment as mentioned in [12] relies heavily
on different parameters that are gathered about each agent
in the community. However, these parameters are assumed
to be reliable, which is not necessarily the case. One of
the principal causes of questioning the unreliability of
the parameters provided is the fact that in open multi-
agent systems, agents are rational in their behaviors and
could have incentives to perform collusion, which can
be defined as malicious acts performed by agents with
other agents in order to take advantage of the system
vulnerability and mislead the controller agent with fake
feedback2.

2Here we assume a feedback system where agents send their feedback
to evaluate services provided by other agents.



B. Problem Definition and Contributions

Under direct (where agents are communicating directly
with each other) and indirect (where agents are refer-
ring to other agents to get information about a given
agent) trust evaluation, it has been shown that agents
have good assessment of trust when they update their
belief sets and when the controller agent checks their
behaviors frequently, especially in dynamic environments
with many fickle agents and where agents can join and
leave the system dynamically [12]. This periodic main-
tenance based on periodic check is an important aspect
in evaluating trust and reputation as it helps alleviate
collusion and discourage agents to act maliciously where
the controller agent updates its trust belief about each
agent in the community based on the agents recent behav-
ior. This maintenance allows increasing the reliability of
the reputation mechanism. However, autonomous agents
can take advantage of predictable maintenance phases
of the controller agent (i.e. predictable check moments).
Thus, the problem is how to help the controller agent
choose moments in time during a certain interval in
order to perform the behavior check by monitoring the
agents behavior, and so the maintenance update to reduce
malicious acts as much as possible. The key problem
is then making the maintenance update phases hard to
predict by the agents.

In fact, in open multi-agent systems, agents are au-
tonomous and rational in their behaviors. Consequently,
they can decide when it is in their best interest to act
maliciously, or collude, in order to mislead the controller
and stay in the community. In other words, driven by their
motivations, malicious and bad members aim at staying
in the community and generating profits for services they
provide by deciding to deceive the controller agent with
fake feedback. To address this problem, two constraints
need to be emphasized. The first one is that the controller
agent is not willing to perform the monitoring and check
at every single moment. This will require many resources
and cause overhead in the system and lack of efficiency in
terms of overall performance as each web service should
be monitored all the time. The second constraint is related
to the number of feedback needed to perform the update;
it is inefficient to perform maintenance and reputation
adjustment based on very few feedback. Furthermore, it
is not recommended for the controller agent to perform
one single maintenance check in a large time interval.
This will give more motivations to agents to collude in
that time interval and will not help the controller agent
minimize the collusion scenarios in the community.

In this paper, considering these two constraints, we
present a game theoretic approach that will serve as algo-
rithm for the controller to decide when the check should
be done during a certain time interval. For instance, if
the check moment is decided by the algorithm to be
tx, the period during which the agents behaviors are
monitored and checked by the controller is [tx − α/2;
tx + α/2] where the variable α, fixed by the system
designer, represents the size of the time window to be

investigated relative to the log file where the feedback
are recorded. By fixing α, only the size of the checking
interval is fixed, but not the interval itself, which is
decided by the algorithm so that it is hard for the agents
to predict it. Fixing α allows the controller to have a
larger view of the agents behavior and to put this behavior
in a more general context, which should be the same
for all agents to guarantee a form of fairness. In the
paper, we also experimentally analyze and compare the
results of this algorithm (with different values of α) with
other algorithms following three different probabilistic
distributions: uniform, normal, and Poisson, and this in
both static and dynamic environments.

C. Paper Organization

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, relevant related work are discussed. In Section
III, a game theoretic analysis of the problem we are
addressing is presented. The overall controller agent’s
scheduling problem and our game theoretic framework
are described. In Section IV, experimental and simulation
settings are introduced. Section V shows the simulation
results. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Since our research focuses on improving the quality of
reputation mechanisms in a community of autonomous
agents, it is important to discuss the strategies players
can commit to. In [13], the authors studied the problem of
prisoners dilemma game where each player cooperates or
defects. Nash equilibrium analysis shows that the steady
state of each player is to defect. The authors proved
that it is possible to reach Pareto optimality in which
each player is cooperating using conditional joint action
learning over several rounds. The limitation of this work
is that the game payoff structure has to satisfy certain
conditions, which are not always true in open multi-agent
systems. If we try to apply this methodology to our game
of interest, we will be ending up with collude strategy
profile of a rational agent and perform maintenance check
of the controller agent at nearly every moment. Besides,
during each round, each player commits to a pure strategy
profile, which is not the case in a time interval since on
the one hand agents may collude in some moments and
not in others, and on the other hand, the controller agent
is performing a maintenance check in some moments and
not in others. This corresponds to a mixed strategy profile
of both players.

When dealing with collusion, which can be defined
as fake feedback resulting from malicious act between
service providers and service consumers in order to alter
the truthful performance, it has been proved in [14] that
when truth telling strategy is encouraged by providing
incentives, the proposed trust model outperforms compet-
itive models in the literature in terms of cumulative utility
gained and good selection percentage. This improvement
is partially achieved thanks to the reputation assessment



process that makes use of other agents opinions about
service providers. In terms of fickle selection percentage,
the proposed model performs better than the other models
since it allows agents to update their belief sets regularly
and allows customer agents to be flexible in their decision
making process. This trust framework relies heavily on
aggregation of feedback, which are reputation parameters
assumed to be reliable. Furthermore, this work does not
explain what regularly updates mean in terms of deciding
when the update should be performed.

To address the same collusion problem, the authors in
[15] considered the use of incentive-compatibility, which
means rational agents find it in their best interest to report
the truth, which encourages agents to act truthfully and
avoid colluding. The paper showed that under specific
constraints, it is possible to compute payment mecha-
nisms in order to provide the right amount to reviewers
whenever they are asked to rate a given service in both
cooperative and non-cooperative settings. The main result
is that achieving collusion resistance as the only strategy
equilibrium is possible under specific circumstances such
as specific number of feedback given that the payment
amount has to satisfy certain criteria. However, the work
does not consider mixed strategies, which means agents
can still collude if they adopt efficient mixed strategies.
Furthermore, the paper experimentally proved that the
relative cost of the mechanism increases exponentially
as colluding fractions increase in partial coordination
scenarios.

In [12], a retrospect trust adjustment has been in-
vestigated to help agents assess other agents based on
three dimensions: direct trust assessment, indirect trust
assessment based on trustworthy agents, and indirect trust
assessment based on referee agents. Contributions of this
research lie in mutual interactions between agents and
update of their trust beliefs based on the final results
in order to assess the credibility of the trustee agent in
the so called maintenance phase. However, although the
work is being investigated on the optimization part of the
maintenance phase in order to make it more adaptable
to different situations, the problem of determining the
suitable moment to perform the update has not been
addressed. In [16], the authors suggested that user per-
ception is not enough to compute service reputation,
but how trustworthy the provider has been in satisfying
the service level agreement should be accounted for,
which has been measured through a metric called verity.
However, monitoring and updating this verity has not been
investigated.

In terms of managing quality of service (QoS) in com-
munities, several proposals have investigated the possibil-
ity to implement a managerial block towards monitoring
services. In [17], a multi and cooperative broker architec-
ture for service selection has been proposed3. Each broker
manages services in its domain and shares information
about these services with other brokers. Furthermore,
the monitoring policy proposed in [18], which suggests

3A broker can be seen as a community.

separating monitoring from management activities by
dedicating a specific community to host monitors, has
allowed online detection of violations (i.e. web services
are not operating as expected). This has also reduced the
overhead of other individual communitiess managers. A
tuning of this separation strategy for QoS improvement
is presented in [19] where the managerial community im-
plementation has been extended to handle selection, com-
munication, monitoring, adaptation, and load balancing on
a periodical basis or upon request. The authors showed
that QoS attributes such as response time and availability
are getting improved with this managerial community
implementation. QoS management has also been analyzed
in [20] where a new architecture providing advanced
management functionalities has been developed. These
functionalities include extending the service description
with QoS-centered annotations, including a validation
process to test the service interface and the level of QoS
that can be provided, supporting QoS negotiation, and
monitoring the provided QoS.

All these proposals have proved that trust frame-
works work well when previous behaviors are checked
and maintenance is performed periodically. However, the
problem is in the maintenance phase, which is related
to learning and predictability. Because agents have the
opportunity to study the controller behavior over time
before joining the community and decide what strategy
to adopt, they have better chance to take advantage of a
predictable controller agent scheduling time if it follows
certain pattern. This will give the system higher degree of
vulnerability and higher risk of providing fake feedback.
Hence, reputation will be less reliable and the trust value
of users towards that community will be dramatically
minimized. Therefore, our problem can be formalized as
a problem of designing a scheduling algorithm allowing
the controller agent to plan monitoring, check, and trust
update activities, so that the pattern becomes hard to
predict.

III. GAME THEORY ANALYSIS

This section presents first the general overview of
the problem through the flow chart of the controllers
algorithm to schedule the maintenance activity. Next, we
explain in details the game theoretic framework between
the controller agent and community members. In fact,
the controller agent is facing two challenges. First, this
controller needs to commit to a schedule before the other
agents in the community do. Because the strategy the
controller commits to can be observed by the community
members, the game we are modeling is a Stackelberg
game where the controller is the leader and commu-
nity members are the followers [21], [22]. Second, the
controller agent is performing maintenance of different
community members having different types (i.e. different
probabilities of acting maliciously). This implies that we
are modeling a Bayesian Stackelberg game [23], [24],
[21], [22].



A. Flow Chart of the Scheduling Problem

As previously mentioned, the controller agent is a
specialized and devoted autonomous agent to observe
and monitor the behaviors of community members. The
monitoring scheme we use in this paper includes two
main activities. The first one, similar to the monitoring
process described in [19] (except that the monitoring
is not done whenever serving users requests), is about
assessing the performance of the agent and comparing
the QoS revealed before joining the community against
the QoS provided during the period of check. The agents
performance is assessed using some statistics extracted
from the log file managed by the controller, such as the
number of served requests during the period of check,
portions of high/low load, number of delegated requests,
and number of queued requests from clients. The second
monitoring activity is based on assessing the correlation
between the QoS provided and the feedback received
during the monitoring period. For instance, if the feedback
rates do not reflect the actual provided QoS (e.g. bad or
normal QoS with very high rates), the controller should
take actions to penalize the monitored agent. This is done
by investigating the log file by the controller agent, which
contains feedback values sent by users or other agents
relative to each agent in the community about the service
this agent is providing.

Figure 1 depicts the scheduling problem flow chart,
which is composed of five main steps. The first step
is observing the history of the log file (history file)
to get for instance the number of requests made for
each agent as well as the obtained QoS, and this is
during specific moments (arrow 1). The second step is
constructing the Bayesian Stackelberg game from remarks
and investigation of the history file (arrow 2). This step
includes determining the payoff matrices R and C of the
two players according to their possible strategies. The
third step lies in formalizing the scheduling problem as
an optimization problem using the payoff matrices defined
in the second step and applying a multiple-integer linear
programming technique called DOBSS [25] in order to
solve that Bayesian Stackelberg game, which considers
probability distributions of the types of the community
members (arrow 3). The fourth step is about selecting
among the probability distributions of the controllers pure
strategies those that are different than zero, which corre-
spond to optimal schedule (arrow 4). Then the controller
follows these moments to perform its maintenance (arrow
5). The details of the second, third, and fourth steps are
provided in this section.

B. Game Theoretic Framework

Two players are considered in our community-based
multi-agent system: the controller agent and community
members. The strategy profile of the controller agent
is either to perform a maintenance check in a specific
moment during a given time interval or not. The strategy
profile of each member is to act truthfully or maliciously,

Fig. 1. Flow chart diagram of the controller agent’s scheduling problem.

which corresponds to colluding, in a specific moment of
time.

Our objective is to allow the controller agent to sched-
ule moments in time for maintenance update. It is crucial
to mention three factors that determine the constraints of
our solution.

• The first one is that the controller agent that takes the
feedback file under surveillance as defined in [11],
is not willing to investigate this file at every moment
in time because of limited resources and capacities.
For example, during 100 minutes of activities during
which feedback submissions are performed at every
minute, the controller agent does not have the ca-
pacity to perform the investigation and maintenance
at every single minute. On the one hand, there are
cases where communities might not have activities
for a period of time. On the other hand, in a busy
environment, it is not wise to schedule very few
periodic maintenances since the chances of collusion
are very high.

• The second factor is the type of community mem-
bers. In open multi-agent systems, agents differ in
there strategies in terms of when to perform the
collusion as well as how damaging the fake feedback
is compared to the real reputation parameter. For
example, we may have agents that collude 2% of
the time and others may be willing to collude 90%
of a time interval. Even if we have two colluding
agents with the same percentage, say 20%, one agent
may be willing to collude at moments 1 and 2 while
the other at moments 8 and 9 in an interval of 10
moments. Also, we may have agents that collude
with service consumers, as defined in [11], which
are agents that continuously seek for services pro-



vided by some other agents, by providing very high
feedback that raises great degree of suspicion like
10/10 or a feedback that meets the average like 7/10,
which is hard to detect. Community members are
also assumed to be rational in their behaviors [26];
their objective is to maximize their own payoffs.

• The third one is that the controller agent needs to
avoid choosing the same moment of check during
subsequent time intervals. The predictability issue
has a major drawback of making the learning process
of the controllers strategy overtime an easy task for
malicious agents. Hence, those agents will have bet-
ter opportunity to schedule their collusion in order to
maximize their benefits, which results in tremendous
damage to the communitys reputation.

To be focussed on the schedule problem, we assume
that when the check is performed, the controller has the
capacity to detect malicious acts if performed by the
checked member with full accuracy using the monitoring
scheme. The game between the controller and commu-
nity members can then be formalized as follows, which
corresponds to the phase of constructing the Bayesian
Stackelberg game matrices R and C in Figure 1:

• Malicious act penalized: this is the case where
the controller agent performs the maintenance (the
check) and penalizes the malicious agent by dismiss-
ing it from the community. The controller agent gets
a positive payoff +π as we assume that the users are
paying the controller for its work, which is making
the community secure. This payoff already includes
the cost of performing the maintenance. The com-
munity member gets a major penalty: −(N + L)P ,
where N being the average number of possible
requests the agent gets if not fired, L the expected
increase in the number of requests the agent can get
if not penalized, and P the reward of that agent for
serving each request. N + L is then the expected
number of requests the member can get if not fired
and −(N+L)P represents the loss undergone by the
member because of being fired from the community.

• Malicious act ignored: this is the worst case for
the controller agent in which a community member
is colluding but the controller did not prevent it by
performing the maintenance check. This corresponds
to the controller payoff of −π (as users will not pay
the controller since the system is not secure) and a
reward +(N + L)P for the community member (L
corresponds to the increase resulting from collusion
to promote the member’s reputation).

• Good performance ignored: this is the case where
the controller agent is not performing maintenance
and community member is not colluding, but per-
forming well in terms of its reputation increase.
This corresponds to the payoff +λ for the controller,
which is less than +π (as the community is secure
and users are happy, but no update has been made to
justify a higher payoff), and a payoff of +(N+L)P
for the member as the member is benefiting from the

increase L.
• Good performance recognized: this is the case

where the controller agent is performing maintenance
and community member is not colluding, but per-
forming well in terms of its reputation increase. This
corresponds to the payoff +π for the controller (as
the community is secure and updated and users are
happy), and a payoff of +(N+L)P for the member.

• Bad performance penalized: this is the case where
the controller agent is penalizing the member by
dismissing it from the community not for collusion,
but for bad performance. The controller payoff is +π
since an effort has been done to make the commu-
nity more reputable, which increases the quality of
service for the users. The corresponding payoff of
the member is −NP because of being fired, which
means requests are lost.

• Bad performance ignored: this is the case where
the controller agent is not doing the maintenance and
the member is not colluding, but doing bad in terms
of reputation. The controller payoff is −π and the
corresponding payoff of the member is +NP .

Table I shows the payoff structure for our game the-
oretic framework at a given moment in time with the
column player being the controller agent and the row
player a community member.

Perform maintenance Ignore maintenance
Collude (−(N + L)P , +π) (+(N + L)P , −π)
Not collude with good
performance (+(N + L)P , +π) (+(N + L)P , +λ)

Not collude with bad
performance (−NP , +π) (+NP , −π)

TABLE I
STRATEGY PROFILES AND PAYOFF STRUCTURE OF OUR GAME

C. Finding the Optimal Schedule

As pointed out earlier, community members differ in
their collusion strategies in terms of collusion time. For
instance, in a time interval of five moments, agents A and
B with 20% collusion degree may not necessarily collude
at the same moment; agent A may collude at moment 2
while agent B may collude at moment 3.

Our solution concept lies in allowing the controller
agent (i.e. the leader) to find an optimal scheduling
algorithm to commit to, given that the community mem-
bers may know this strategy when choosing their own
strategies. We build on the frameworks developed in
[27], [21], [22], and [28] to define our mathematical
apparatus. Notice that these proposals have been defined
in a different context (airport security) using different
parameters and different mathematical formulation than
the ones we use here.

First, we present this mathematical reasoning with
one community member type and then generalize the
solution to many types. Let us now introduce the problem
parameters. During a given interval of time, there is a



given number of discrete moments where the controller
has to play. In each moment, the controller has two
strategies: perform the check (strategy 1) or not (strategy
0). Similarly, there is a given number of discrete moments
where the member has to play by choosing between acting
truthfully (strategy 1) and acting maliciously (strategy 0).
Let x and y be the pure strategy vectors of the controller
and community member respectively. xi is the strategy
chosen by the controller at moment i and yj is the strategy
chosen by the member at moment j. Thus, xi ∈ {0, 1}
where xi = 1 (resp. xi = 0) means strategy 1 (resp. 0)
is played by the controller at moment i. yj ∈ {0, 1} has
the same meaning for the member. Let I be the index
set of acting moments of the controller agent; J be the
index set of acting moments of the member; and R and
C be the payoff matrices such that Rij is the controller
agents reward and Cij is the members reward where
the controller agent and member are respectively playing
strategies xi and yj . |I| and |J | are the cardinalities of
I and J respectively, where |J | is function of |I| and
α (see Section I-B). In this paper, we use the following
linear function:

|J | = (α+ 1)|I| (1)

By fixing the strategy vector of the controller (i.e fixing
x), the community member has to solve the optimization
problem (2) to find its optimal response to x.

argmax
y

∑

j∈J

∑

i∈I

Cijxiyj

s.t.
∑

j∈J

yj ≤ |J | (2)

yj ∈ {0, 1} j ∈ J

The objective function is maximizing the member’s pay-
off, and the constraints make feasible any member’s
mixed strategy. When solving this problem, it is obvious
that for a given j, if

∑
i∈I Cij > 0 then yj = 1. Thus,

we obtain:

∑

i∈I

Cij > 0 ⇒ yj = 1

∑

i∈I

Cij ≤ 0 ⇒ yj = 0

Consequently, we obtain the following equation:

∑

i∈I

Cijyj = max(0,
∑

i∈I

Cij) j ∈ J (3)

Given a fixed strategy vector y of the community
member, The controller must choose its own strategy x
that is best response to y. Associated with the strategy
of performing check (strategy 1) at moment i is a cost
ti, which is proportional to the payoff. The maintenance

cost reflects, in some extent, the systems scalability and
amount of computational resources needed to perform the
check. Thus, the optimization problem the controller has
to solve is formalized as follows:

argmax
x

∑

i∈I

∑

j∈J

Rij(1− ti)xiyj

s.t.
∑

i∈I

xi ≤ |I| (4)

∑

i∈I

xi > 0

xi ∈ {0, 1} i ∈ I

0 < ti < 1 i ∈ I

The objective function maximizes the controller’s payoff
by maximizing the reward Rij and minimizing the cost
ti. The second constraint forces the controller to have at
least one check moment. From this problem, we obtain the
general problem the controller has to solve (i.e. without
fixing the member’s strategy y) as follows:

argmax
x,y

∑

i∈I

∑

j∈J

Rij(1− ti)xiyj

s.t.
∑

i∈I

xi ≤ |I|
∑

i∈I

xi > 0 (5)

xi ∈ {0, 1} i ∈ I∑

j∈J

yj ≤ |J |

yj ∈ {0, 1} j ∈ J

0 < ti < 1 i ∈ I

The problem with the optimization problem (5) is that it
does not consider the optimal solution y of the member.
This mens, we need to add a constraint forcing the
obtained solution for the controller’s strategy vector x to
be associated with the optimal solution for the member’s
strategy vector y. This is archived by integrating the
Equation 3 as a constraint. Therefore, the controller’s
problem becomes:

argmax
x,y

∑

i∈I

∑

j∈J

Rij(1− ti)xiyj

s.t.
∑

i∈I

xi ≤ |I|
∑

i∈I

xi > 0

xi ∈ {0, 1} i ∈ I (6)∑

i∈I

Cijyj = max(0,
∑

i∈I

Cij) j ∈ J



∑

j∈J

yj ≤ |J |

yj ∈ {0, 1} j ∈ J

0 < ti < 1 i ∈ I

The first, second, and third constraints enforce a fea-
sible mixed strategy for the controller, and the fifth and
sixth constraints enforce a feasible pure strategy for the
community member.

In order to generalize this problem to consider mul-
tiple member types, we need to consider the following
additional parameters, which makes the game Bayesian:

• pl: the probability of encountering a member of type
l;

• Rl and Cl: the payoff matrices such that Rl
ij and Cl

ij

are the rewards associated with the strategies xi and
yj of the controller agent and community member
of type l respectively;

• ylj : the pure strategy of the member of type l at
moment j;

• L: the set of members types.

Hence, the problem (6) becomes:

argmax
x,y

∑

i∈I

∑

l∈L

∑

j∈J

plRl
ij(1− ti)xiy

l
j

s.t.
∑

i∈I

xi ≤ |I|
∑

i∈I

xi > 0

xi ∈ {0, 1} i ∈ I (7)∑

i∈I

Cl
ijy

l
j = max(0,

∑

i∈I

Cl
ij) j ∈ J

∑

j∈J

ylj ≤ |J |

ylj ∈ {0, 1} j ∈ J

0 < ti < 1 i ∈ I

Notice that this optimization problem is a quadratic
programming problem since we have two unknown in-
tegers to solve xiy

l
j . We can make the program linear

using the following change of variables: xiy
l
j = zlij . Con-

sequently, we obtain the following equivalent problem:

argmax
x,y

∑

i∈I

∑

l∈L

∑

j∈J

plRl
ij(1− ti)z

l
ij

s.t. 0 ≤
∑

i∈I

∑

j∈J

zlij ≤ |I||J |

0 <
∑

i∈I

zlij ≤ ylj |I| j ∈ J

0 ≤
∑

j∈J

zlij ≤ |J | i ∈ I

zlij ∈ {0, 1} (i, j)∈I×J (8)

∑

i∈I

Cl
ijy

l
j = max(0,

∑

i∈I

Cl
ij) j ∈ J

∑

j∈J

ylj ≤ |J |

ylj ∈ {0, 1} j ∈ J

0 < ti < 1 i ∈ I

It is worth mentioning that the parameter pl (the prob-
ability of encountering a member of type l) encapsulates
the probability of receiving requests from that member.
Because we are solving multiple-integer linear program-
ming (with multiple members), the overall requests distri-
bution is considered in the problem 8. Furthermore, The
equivalence of the problems (7) and (8) is straightforward
by construction as the objective function of (8) is a direct
transformation of the objective function of (7) and each
constraint in (8) is directly obtained from a constraint
in (7) using the change of variables: xiy

l
j = zlij . The

objective function maximizes the payoff of the controller
agent against different community members having dif-
ferent types. The output of this program is the mixed
strategy for the controller, which dictates the strategy to
choose at each moment (i.e. performing the check or
not) given that the community members are playing the
best strategies (i.e. best responses). Thus, the controllers
strategy vector we obtain is the optimal schedule we are
seeking, which corresponds to stage four in the controllers
flow chart (Figure 1) explained earlier. To show how the
dynamism is captured in this optimization problem, let us
consider the following example with |I| = |J | = 5 (i.e.
acting over 5 moments). Assuming that the solution the
algorithm provides for x is (1; 0; 0; 1; 1); this means
the controller should perform the check at moments t1;
t4, and t5. This will correspond to the best strategies of
the member. Consequently, most likely the member will
play honest all the time or collude during times where the
check is performed (as the controller is playing assuming
that the member is maximizing its payoff). In fact, the
following theorem holds.

Theorem 1: The optimal solution given by solving the
problem 8 is Pareto optimal.

Proof: Solving problem 8 results in an optimal
solution for the controller in terms of payoff given that
the community member is maximizing its payoff. Con-
sequently, any change in the controllers strategy will not
make this controller better off without making the member
worse off (the controller can gain more by detecting a
collusion only if the member gains less by being detected
as malicious). Reversely, any change in the member strat-
egy can make this member better off (malicious action not
detected) only if it makes the controller worse off. Thus,
there is no Pareto improvement that can be made, so we
are done.

Because it is based on solving a linear optimization
problem, the periodic monitoring approach we propose in
this paper is cost-effective compared to other approaches
where monitoring is done whenever an agent is providing



a service. In the next section, we will show how our
approach outperforms other periodic approaches where
the monitoring moments are randomly chosen or selected
according to given probabilistic distributions.

IV. SIMULATION SETTINGS

The simulation consists of interactions between users
and community members providing services, and accord-
ing to a certain schedule the controller agent performs
a maintenance update, which includes updating the belief
set of the controller agent about each agent in the commu-
nity. Each agent is checked for the performance stored in
a reputation feedback file during a given interval and gets
penalized by leaving the community in case the average
reputation calculated is less than a given threshold defined
by the controller agent or greater than another predefined
threshold. Therefore, the agent is being penalized for
performance reasons in the first case and for collusion in
the second. For the sake of simplicity but without losing
generality, requests are being judged by user agents based
on response time only as reputation parameter.

At every moment, certain members may collude once.
The number of requests received by each member is
directly proportional to the maintenance results. Once a
maintenance update is performed, each agent is being
rewarded with an increase in terms of requests that can be
received during that time interval. For example, given that
agents A and B are ranked first and second, respectively,
in terms of performance, A will be given 1 more request
than B during that time interval.

To compare our approach with other stochastic tech-
niques, the simulation of the controller’s behavior is
implemented in five forms. The first form is the fixed
check time; the controller agent chooses fixed check
moments in time at every round and it gets repeated
for many rounds. The second form is a uniform check
time; the controller agent chooses check moments in time
using a uniform random distribution at the beginning of
every round. The third form is a normal check time; the
controller agent chooses moments in time to perform the
check using a normal random distribution at the beginning
of every round. The fourth form is a Poisson check time;
the controller agent chooses check moments in time using
a Poisson random distribution at the beginning of every
round. The fifth form is the adoption of a mixed strategy
that is based on our game theoretic framework of the
Bayesian Stackelberg game; the controller agent chooses
check moments in time based on the solution provided by
the decomposed optimized Bayesian Stackelberg solver,
or DOBSS [25] of the optimization problem 8.

Our simulation was conducted on two main settings:
static settings and dynamic settings. To make the sys-
tem realistic, different member types having different
collusion degrees are considered. Table II shows the
distribution of the collusion degree. For instance, 16%
of the population have probability between 0.7 and 1 to
collude.

A. Static Settings

In this experiment, we analyzed the behavior of the
five algorithms in a static environment of 50 community
members and 100 users. This experiment analyzes two
facts: the first one is the starting moment in time the
controller agent -under different check time algorithms- is
able to reduce the fake feedback percentage of 5% or less;
the second one is which algorithm allows the controller
agent to get the minimum percentage value of collusion
at the end of the simulation.

Collusion degree distribution interval Distribution percentage
0 20

]0, 20[ 12
[20, 50[ 34
[50, 70[ 18
[70, 100] 16

TABLE II
DISTRIBUTION OF THE COLLUSION DEGREE IN OUR STATIC

SIMULATION

B. Dynamic Settings

In this experiment, we analyzed the behavior of the
five algorithms in a dynamic environment, an environment
where agents join and leave the community dynamically.
Two facts are investigated: the first one is how the
controller agent -under different check time algorithms-
can be able to cope with the environment change; the
second one is how the controller agent can minimize the
percentage of collusion or fake feedback at the end of the
simulation.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Our results are discussed according to two environment
types: static and dynamic

A. Static Settings

According to the results shown in Figure 2 (in the
five graphs the X axis represents moments in time while
the Y axis represents fake feedback percentage), two
conclusions can be inferred. The first one is that our game
theoretic approach with the DOBSS algorithm manages
to reduce the number of collusion to less than 5%
earlier than the other algorithms. Precisely, our algorithm
achieves this percentage at time moment 40 while fixed,
normal, Poisson and uniform achieve this percentage at
moments 45, 53, 68, and 45 respectively. The second
conclusion is that our approach manages to have the
smallest number of collusion at the last moment of the
simulation compared to the other algorithms.

B. Dynamic Settings

As in the static settings, our simulation consists of
analyzing, over 10 different runs of each algorithm, the
percentage of fake feedback in the community. Figure 3
shows the percentage of collusion at each moment in time



Fig. 2. Comparative results between the scheduling algorithms in a
static environment

of these scheduling algorithms (once again in the five
graphs the X axis represents moments in time while the
Y axis represents fake feedback percentage).

Before pointing out the results from our dynamic
simulation, it is important to explain the sudden drop
in the very first moments across the five algorithms. As
mentioned in the previous section, at the beginning of the
simulation community members receive the same number
of requests. Once the maintenance is performed, the
controller agent, regardless of the scheduling algorithm,
rewards the highly ranked members with an increase in
terms of requests per interval. Therefore, since the mali-
cious agents performed collusion to mislead the controller
agent before the maintenance, they get more requests after
the maintenance has been performed. Hence, the number
of truthful feedback increases after the maintenance phase
while the number of fake feedback is nearly the same.
This explains the sudden drop in terms of fake feedback
percentage after the first maintenance process.

The graphs of Figure 3 show that our approach is
more stable in terms of reducing the collusion percentage
despite the environments dynamism. It also manages to
get the minimum number of collusion, especially at the
last moments starting from the moment in time 89 till the

Fig. 3. Comparative results between the scheduling algorithms in a
dynamic environment

end of the simulation. It also shows that the controller
agent under DOBSS algorithm was able to react quicker
than the rest of the algorithms concerning penalizing the
malicious members before they have chance to collude.

VI. CONCLUSION

Trust and reputation have gained significant major
research curiosity in the field of community-based au-
tonomous and multi agent systems. Many attempts to-
wards the improvement of trust mechanisms have been
made. However, the problem of scheduling the mainte-
nance activity has not been addressed. In this paper, we
provided a solution by modeling the interaction between
agents through game theoretic foundation. In this scenario
where a controller agent is supervising the reputation
mechanism, we investigated the periodic maintenance
performed by this controller agent in order to update the
belief set about each agent. Our contribution is divided
into two parts. First, we introduced a game theoretic
model between the controller agent and community mem-
bers with respect to the phenomenon of collusion and
formalized the scheduling problem as an optimization
problem. Second, we analyzed the efficiency of our ap-
proach against two metrics and compared this efficiency
with four other stochastic techniques.



As future work, we are planning to investigate the
possibility of extending the scheduling quality through
three factors. The first one is to automatically determine
the size of the interval time, not just the moments where
the controller agent should perform its maintenance op-
eration. The second one is to consider the possibility
of initiating the collusion from the user and not the
community member, which implies including users in our
game framework for the controller agent to make better
decisions. The third one is to consider different proba-
bilities of the controllers accuracy, which implies using
more parameters and introducing sophisticated solving
techniques.
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